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ABSTRACT The 4FIR is an 85-MW flux trap reactor that has
operated for over 20 ears. The peak thermal flux in the flux

Many, if not most, of the world's commercial nuclear power trap is x 1015 rl/cm�-sec. The core 17.5 inches in diameter
plants have been the subject of plant-specific probabilistic and 24 inches in height) is contained in an 8-foot-diameter
safety assessments (PSA). A growing number of other nuclear pressure vessel that is about 19 feet in height. In 1986, the
facilities as well as other types of industrial installations have HFIR was shut down due to vessel embrittlement concerns.
been the focus of plant-specific PSAs. Such studies have Uncertainty existed about whether embrittlement of the
provided valuable information concerning the nature of the pressure vessel had progressed too far to support continued
risk of the individual facility and have been used to identify safe operation. These concerns were addressed through a
opportunities to manage that risk. This paper explores the risk probabilistic fracture mechanics analysisl. Prior to restarting
management activities associated with three diverse facilities to the reactor, virtually every safety aspect of the operation of
demonstrate the versatility of the use of PSA to support HFIR was reviewed. The HIR Probabilistic Risk
risk-related decision aking. The three facilities considered Assessment2 was one of the safety analyses conducted prior to
are a DOE research reactor with an extensive operating restart. The HFIR PRA was used to refine proposed design
history, a proposed DOE research reactor in the advanced changes as well as to identify additional opportunities for
conceptual design phase, and an offshore unmanned oil and safety enhancement.
gas installation.

To lessen the likelihood of overpressurization and
INTRODUCTION overcooling of the pressure vessel, design changes were

proposed to trip the main secondary pumps in response to a
The use of probabilistic safety assessment techniques reactor scram and to install emergency depressurization

to support design decisions at two special-purpose nuclear capability. Tripping the secondary pumps would prevent
reactors and an offshore oil and gas installation is explored. overcooling while the emergency depressurization valves
The two research reactors considered are the High Flux would provide an additional line of defense by depressurizing
Isotope Reactor (HFIR) and the Advanced Neutron Source the vessel on sensed low inlet temperature.
(ANS). The HFIR is operating at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), and the ANS is planned to be onstructed The original concept for tripping the secondary pumps
at Oak Ridge. The oil and gas facility is operating in the included the automatic starting of a single, small standby
Dutch sector of the North Sea. The versatility of the use of secondary pump. This small secondary punq) would provide a
PSA to support decision making is demonstrated by its measure of cooling to the heat exchangers and, in addition,
application in relation to these three very different facilities. continue to provide cooling to the primary pump upper motor

bearings (one of the functions of the secondary cooling
HFIR: AN EXISTING RESEARCH REACTOR system). If secondary cooling flow is lost, a single

annunciator alarms in the control room to alert the operators.
The first example involves the use of PSA in finalizing At the time, the existing procedures told the operators to

the design of modifications that were proposed to address a identify the one pump experiencing high upper bearing
specific class of postulated scenarios at the HFIR, an existing temperature and to shut down that one pump. The
research reactor. The class of scenarios of concern involved procedures, written prior to the proposed design modification,
overpressurization or overcooling of a radiation-embrittled did not explicitly consider the possibility that a single event
vessel. such as the failure of the standby secondary pump to start
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could cause the upper bearings for all three running primary and component cooling. The ANS has a ull containment,
pumps to overheat. Information from the pump manufacturer whereas the HFIR uses a confinement strategy. Most
indicated that bearing damage would occur if the pumps were interesting, the ANS has a number of passive safety design
not tripped within several minutes. features. These include natural circulation capabilities, passive

accumulators on the hot legs of each primary loop to lessen
Early results of the PSA indicated that failure of the the impact of a loss of coolant or loss of pressure control,

standby secondary pump followed by failure of the operators water-filled cells around much of the primary and reflector
to trip the primary pumps, even with enhanced training and cooling piping to lessen the impact of breaks within these
procedures, was a significant contributor to core damage cells, and limited volume air cells around piping to limit the
frequency. In fact, such scenarios were about one-quarter of amount of water lost for specific breaks. Active safety
the total core damage frequency from internal events. Plant enhancements include redundant power sources with fast
engineers and operators revisited the proposed design change transfer capability and redundant and diverse scram systems.
following the interim PSA results and identified a simple
change that virtually eliminated this family of scenarios. A The results of a PSA were recently published3 based
direct trip of the primary puirip motors on high upper motor on the conceptual design of the ANS. This PSA was restricted
bearing temperature was installed. in scope and is considered a "limited-scope" or "Phase I"

PSA. As such, it takes a broad look at the scenarios that
The proposed air-operated emergency depressurization comprise the risk at ANS. A limited-scope PSA typically

valves were to "fail open" on loss of instrument air. This is makes simplifying conservative assumptions and considers
certainly the "safe" mode if only vessel embrittlement is to be only a limited amount of "recovery" actions to refine the
considered. The HFIR is, however, rather sensitive to results. A linifted-scope PSA can provide significant insights
pressure changes due, in part, to the fact that its primary with a fraction of the effort of a ftill-scope PSA and, at the
system is "water solid." Rapid pressure changes could impact same time, provide a focused basis for a ftiture extension to a
the fuel/coolant heat transfer process as the critical heat flux full-scope PSA.
decreases with lower pressures. The original design of the
emergency depressurization system would have resulted in a The results of ANS PSA indicate that the goal of
loss of instrument air event to initiate effectively a small limiting core darnag frequency from internal initiating events
LOCA. to less than I x 10- events per year will not be met without

f-arther investigation. More significantly, the PSA identified
The PSA was used to consider the two alternatives that only one class of events precludes the ANS from meeting

(fail open or fail closed) for the final design of the emergency its design goal: core flow blockage. Loss of heat removal
depressurization valves. The results clearly indicated that "fail events and loss of inventory events do not significantly
closed" alternative was the preferred choice. contribute to core damage frequency due to the effective

The HFIR PRA also identified other opportunities for passive safety features.

safety enhancement. The addition, for example, of a check It is possible that the results of the flow blockage
valve in a pool cleanup line was identified as an effective way event analysis are driven by the conservatisms inherent in the
to prevent a loss of the ultimate heat sink during lirr&ed-scope approach. In other words, analytical refinement
moderate-to-strong earthquakes. The very closely spaced may be possible, and, as was the case with HFIR, the results
nature of the fuel plates make flow blockage events a concern. can be used by the designers to enhance procedures and design
The PSA identified the potential blockage scenarios, which, in to lessen the likelihood of specific blockage events.
turn, were used to make physical and procedural changes in
the plant to lower the likelihood of blockage. The ANS PSA results have an additional possible

application. Now that the relative ranking of specific classes
ANS: A RESEARCH REACTOR IN THE ADVANCED of events such as loss of heat removal, loss of inventory, and
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PHASE other transient events are known, the PSA could be used to

enhance the final facility design fr6m a cost-effective point of
The Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) reactor is being view. The facility has a high degree of redundancy for active

designed to be the most intense source of continuous thermal components; the PSA indicates that safety is enhanced in large
and sub-thermal neutrons currently in existence. The ANS, part by the innovative passive safety features at ANS.
which may replace HFIR, will produce a peak thermal flux Recognizing that plant availability is also a key parameter of
greater than 8 x 1015 n/cm2-sec and operate at 330 MW. interest at ANS, it is possible that the PSA could be used to

explore reducing the amount of active hardware in the
Although the ANS resembles the HFIR in that it uses proposed design.

closely spaced, plate-type, highly enriched ftiel elements, the
ANS contains many design features that the HFIR does not. OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS PLATFORM
The ANS will contain two liquid deuterium cold sources and a
hot source to provide long wavelength or short wavelength The third example selected to be considered here is a
neutrons, respectively. The ANS uses heavy water for PSA of a normuclear facility4. This application was selected
primary cooling and moderation and light water for secondary to emphasize the versatility of the use of PSA to support safety
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management. The specific facility considered is a glycol by about 45 % by an additional proximity switch to monitor
absorption unit to process atural sour gas, and is located on the open position of the outlet safety valve. The frequency of
an offshore platform in the North Sea. events involving the continuous large gas flow to the flare can

be reduced by 85 % by means of additional proximity switches
The operating philosophy and practice of the operator to monitor the closed position of all blow down valves and

of the platform are that such oil and gas installations are thereby closing all inlet and outlet safety valves.
unmanned and remotely attended. Production installations are
thus self controlled and autonomously safeguarded. Policy The safeguarding system can be improved from both a
dictates that different instrumentation functions, namely, failure to danger and a nuisance failure viewpoint by
measurement and control, safeguarding, fire and gas detection simplification. The PSA indicates that about 50% of the
and fighting, telemetry and roving operator information, are safety circuits do not contribute, or contribute only
functionally and physically separated. This approach and marginally, to the safety or environinental risk of the plant.
experience have led to production installations that have a high Monitoring and using the results of monitoring as functional
reliability. A PSA was conducted to determine the tests have the potential to improve reliability.
contribution of instrumentation to the safety of the facility.

OBSERVATIONS
The objectives of the investigation were to demonstrate

the application of PSA techniques to production facilities, to The results of the application of PSA techniques to
determine the reliability of the instrument safeguarding loops three very different facilities have been summarized. The first
and of the reliability of the instrument safeguarding system, to facility was a nuclear reactor with an extensive operating
determine the plant risk, and to identify those components that history that was undergoing extensive safety enhancements and
contribute the most to the unreliability of the instrument review. The second facility was also a nuclear reactor that
safeguarding system and to the plant risk. A glycol absorption incorporates several new concepts and is in the advanced
unit was chosen for study. Failures to danger, meaning a conceptual design stage. The third example was a nonnuclear
system does not operate when demanded, and nuisance production facility. In each of these cases, PSA provided a
failures, meaning a system operates without a valid demand, meaningful framework to identify and measure the safety
were both of interest. impact of potential changes.

Initiating events were identified by means of a REFERENCES
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being an instantaneous gas release. Approximately 45 of
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any of the safety blow-down valves. These two classes of
events comprise 84% of the plant risk. 3. C. T. RAMSEY, D. C. BLEY, and J. C. LIN,

Probabilistic Risk Assessment of the Conceptual Design of the
The analysis also showed a total failure to danger Advanced Neutron Source Reactor, draft, ORNL/ANS/INT-50,

likelihood of 34% for the overall instrument safeguarding Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Oak Ridge National
layer. The instrument safeguarding system protects the Laboratory, to be published 1994.
installation against undesired or dangerous situations'when
process variables exceed design limits or the process control 4. J. L. BRINKMAN and J. C. H. SCHOLLER, "Reliability
system fails. On the other hand, the safeguarding system is a Total Safeguarding System and Plant Risk," SRE Symposium,
source of pocess disturbances due to nuisance failures of the Reliability: A Competitive Edge, October 46, 1993,
safeguarding components. The main results of spurious Arnhem, The Netherlands.
safeguard actuations are spurious opening of the plant blow
down valves and spurious closure of the plant outlet valve.
Implementation of the identified weak points providing
additional protection against spurious operation of the safety
valves will increase the reliability of the instrument
safeguarding layer from 96.6% to 99.0%.

Several specific safety enhancements were identified.
The instantaneous large gas release frequency can be reduced
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